Happy Teacher Appreciation Day Willingboro Family! On behalf of the Willingboro Board of Education and our District’s Leadership Team, please accept our most sincere gratitude for the preparation, effort and drive you demonstrate on behalf of the future of our students daily. Your impact on the lives of our young people is immeasurable. Each minute of each day could unexpectedly provide the ‘ah-ha moment’ that changes the life of a child.

Your mere presence sets a positive, professional example that some of our students may not otherwise have. Frederick Douglass is quoted as saying… “It is easier to build strong children, than to repair broken men.” Our society is in desperate need of caring, level-headed, accepting, adults who are both problem solvers and empathetic. This is the true journey that we are on. We are literally cultivating the future of our community, country and society. You are leaving a legacy daily, that will be retold and remembered. No other profession, has the impact annually, that comes close to the 180 days that you have with our youngsters…and we are all the better for it.

In closing, simply…Thank you, for all that you do!

Yours in education,

Dr. Ronald G. Taylor
Superintendent of Schools